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Vice Chair Sablan, Ranking Member Gonzalez-Colon, distinguished members of the Committee:

It is a privilege for me to appear before you today to discuss the FY23 budget request of the Department of the Interior’s Office of Insular Affairs (OIA). Of paramount importance to OIA’s mission is bolstering America’s relations with U.S. Territories (American Samoa, Guam, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and the U.S. Virgin Islands) and particularly with the Freely Associated States (the “FAS,” which include the Federated States of Micronesia, the Republic of the Marshall Islands, and Palau).

As tensions between the United States and the People’s Republic of China (PRC) intensify, our longstanding relationships with these nations are growing increasingly important and contested. It is crucial for Washington to give these relationships the attention and priority they have long deserved, to strengthen our credibility as a partner, and to head off Beijing’s ongoing attempts to increase its influence with these nations at our expense.

Office of Insular Affairs’ FY23 Budget Request

The funding outlook for OIA includes $125.7 million in current appropriations and $610 million in permanent funding.¹ OIA has set out its policy priorities for its appropriations request for U.S. Territories: climate resilience, conservation, and clean energy programs. In regards to clean energy, OIA has requested $15.5 million to support renewable energy and grid infrastructure. According to OIA, “Funding will help the islands reduce their dependence on energy imports to support energy independence and increase energy conservation and efficiency through reliable and affordable energy strategies.” Indeed, OIA highlights these programs at the forefront of its budget request.²

Given the geographical realities of U.S. Territories, they could be exceptional candidates for these programs. They are all islands and archipelagos, and as such, according to the Department of Energy, are predisposed to maximize efficiency from renewable sources like solar and wind³ – provided the Federal Government works with them to mitigate risks to renewable energy infrastructure from natural disasters like hurricanes and typhoons.

Even so, the Biden administration should take particular care to account for other geopolitical factors that impact OIA’s Pacific responsibilities—namely, the rise of the PRC. Much attention in Washington has centered on the threat of China’s malign influence within the U.S. homeland, but Beijing is seeking to expand its clout and presence in the Pacific Ocean – with direct implications for American Samoa,⁴

² Ibid.
⁴ American Samoa is the victim of China’s overfishing practices, which have on one occasion forced an American Samoan tuna cannery to temporarily shut down. Beijing’s overfishing is constant and presents an economic strain for American Samoa, which lacks the stature to rebuff China’s intrusions on its own. For more, see Robert C. O’Brien, “American Pacific Islanders Deserve Protection – In the Pacific,” The Diplomat, June 30, 2021, https://thediplomat.com/2021/06/amERICAN-pacific-islanders-deserve-protection-in-the-pacific/.
Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, and the U.S. Virgin Islands — but especially for the FAS.

**U.S.-CHINA GREAT POWER COMPETITION**

As the PRC has grown increasingly belligerent in recent years, the United States is seeking to blunt the advance of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) into the Pacific. Geography plays a key role here, for the Pacific Ocean hems China in with successive land barriers, or island chains. Beyond the first island chain (Japan, Taiwan, and the Philippines) lies a collection of islands few Americans are familiar with: the Pacific Island countries that span across the ocean from Papua New Guinea to Polynesia. Many of these islands are small. Most are remote. Eighty years ago, they were a critical front in World War II, but have since fallen out of the limelight. Today, however, policymakers ignore them at America’s peril, for China is seeking to buy off these islands and, in so doing, break through their defensive perimeter into the Pacific and stymie America’s military access to East Asia.

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) views these islands through the prism of its broader geopolitical gambit – namely, to leverage its economic dominance and sideline the United States. From 2007 to 2017, Chinese trade with Pacific Island nations grew by a factor of four. China has also poured foreign direct investment into the region as it pulls more and more nations into its global Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).

---

5 By virtue of its location between Hawaii and China, Guam is one of America’s most valuable territories. The Air Force, Navy, and Army all host military installations there, and the island serves as a complement to America’s bases in Japan. It is particularly notable for its housing of U.S. bomber aircraft, sealift capabilities, and attack submarines – not to mention personnel. Guam is a lynchpin of America’s military presence in the Pacific – and a primary target of China’s robust ballistic missile force. For more, see Alastair Gale, “Guam, America’s Forgotten Territory, Is New Front Line Against China,” The Wall Street Journal, December 17, 2021, [https://www.wsj.com/articles/guam-americas-forgotten-territory-is-new-front-line-against-china-11639737005](https://www.wsj.com/articles/guam-americas-forgotten-territory-is-new-front-line-against-china-11639737005).


7 The U.S. Virgin Islands lie amidst critical global shipping lanes: the Mona Passage (connecting the Continental United States to South America), and the primary container route from Europe and the Middle East through the Panama Canal. In regards to China, overdoses of fentanyl (an opioid manufactured in and shipped from the PRC) have rocked the USVI and have led to 200,000 deaths over the past 20 years. For more, see Alexander B. Gray and Douglas W. Dome, “U.S. Territories: The Frontlines of Global Competition with China,” RealClear Defense, March 11, 2021, [https://www.realcleardefense.com/articles/2021/03/11/us_territories_the_frontlines_of_global_competition_with_china_767683.html](https://www.realcleardefense.com/articles/2021/03/11/us_territories_the_frontlines_of_global_competition_with_china_767683.html).


Beijing often wields its commercial heft to isolate Taiwan and pick off its alliances – thus weakening the first island chain. Indeed, the Solomon Islands and Kiribati broke off diplomatic ties with Taipei in 2019 in favor of relations with the PRC. More recently, the Solomon Islands entered into an agreement with Beijing that would allow the People's Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) to access its ports. This development has led Washington, Canberra, and others to worry that China may eventually establish a military base in the Southern Pacific.

In the Northern Pacific, however, the U.S. has the upper hand.

**WHY THE FREELY ASSOCIATED STATES MATTER TO THE UNITED STATES**

East of the Philippines and north of Papua New Guinea, this Pacific region includes Palau, the FSM, and the RMI – each of which have freely associated with the United States for decades under agreements called Compacts of Free Association (COFA). These nations are not formal American territories, but all rely on Washington for federal assistance and government programs, from the U.S. National Weather Service and the Postal Service to the Departments of Homeland Security and Transportation. Washington has also underwritten billions of dollars of economic assistance to these island-nations since the 1980s in the form of grants and trust funds.

Even so, the relationship exceeds financial aid. Under the compact agreements with these nations, the United States has an explicit defense obligation to defend the FAS from attack. As a former State Department official explained to Congress in 1998, “we are completely responsible for their defense and are obligated to defend them as if they were part of the U.S.”

In return, America retains certain defense planning privileges in this region. Of particular importance is the Ronald Reagan Ballistic Missile Defense Test Site on the Kwajalein Atoll within the Marshall Islands. This site, which defense officials have characterized as a “national treasure,” is one of the Pentagon’s most valuable overseas bases. Its equatorial location supports critical space tracking capabilities like Space Fence, a ground-based radar that can detect space debris as small as a marble.

---

13 Stanley Roth, former Assistant Secretary for East Asia and Pacific Affairs, quoted in “Compacts of Free Association with the Marshall Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, and Palau,” Joint Oversight Hearing before the Committee on Resources and Subcommittee on Asia and the Pacific of the Committee of the Committee on International Relations, House of Representatives, October 1, 1998, https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CHRG-105hhrg51943/pdf/CHRG-105hhrg51943.pdf.
Beyond space domain awareness, the Reagan Test Site’s unique location also supports America’s nuclear deterrence. At 4,200 miles west of Vandenberg Air Force Base in California, Kwajalein is optimally placed to support both missile defense testing and intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) testing.\(^\text{16}\) Defensively, this allows the Department of Defense to assess the Ground-based Interceptor (GBI) program, which is America’s only defense against an incoming nuclear attack. Offensively, Kwajalein can track the targeting precision of America’s nuclear missiles, specifically the Minuteman III.\(^\text{17}\)

But more important than one island or facility are America’s right of “strategic denial” and its “defense veto.”\(^\text{18}\) The former authority empowers Washington to deny foreign militaries access to the islands and their territorial waters; the latter constrains the FAS governments themselves from taking actions incompatible with America’s defense obligation and authority.

Before China’s military rise, government officials in Washington questioned the strategic payoff of America’s relationship with the FAS. In 2002, the Government Accountability Office (then called the General Accounting Office) suggested to Congress that Micronesia and the Marshall Islands “currently play no role in U.S. strategy in the Asia Pacific Region,” and went on to note that even the Pentagon characterized the compact terms as obligations, not assets.\(^\text{19}\) Today, in light of the PLA’s growing capabilities, the DoD views these islands as one of its greatest strategic advantages against China. In the 2019 “Indo-Pacific Strategy Report,” U.S. defense planners singled out “leveraging existing access in the Compact States” as a critical element of maintaining military access in the region.\(^\text{20}\) The same year, the U.S. Army conducted military exercises in Palau,\(^\text{21}\) and in 2020 former Secretary of Defense Mark Esper reinforced the region’s importance with a rare visit to the island.\(^\text{22}\)

Behind these words and actions lie dual strategic missions: denying sea dominance of the Pacific Ocean to the PLA and maintaining Washington’s presence there. In the words of RAND analyst Derek Grossman, the FAS is “tantamount to a power projection superhighway running through the heart of the North Pacific into Asia, connecting U.S. military forces in Hawaii to those in the theater,


\(^\text{19}\) Ibid, p. 3.


particularly to forward-operating positions on the U.S. territory of Guam.”23 This geographic reality makes the FAS and their territorial waters bigger than the sum of their parts. They are the crux of the second island chain.

The previously mentioned leaked agreement between the Solomon Islands and the PRC, and America’s haphazard response,24 suggest that Washington has taken its eye off this critically important region. Unfortunately, this reality is borne out in America’s ongoing COFA negotiations with the FAS.

**Renegotiating the Compact of Free Association Agreements**

America’s economic assistance to FAS nations guaranteed under the COFA agreements is set to expire in 2023 for the RMI and FSM, and in 2024 for Palau. Were the COFA assistance to expire, it would provide an open door for China to approach these island-nations with counteroffers. The Trump administration worked to extend economic assistance,25 and President Trump met with these leaders in Washington – the first time a sitting U.S. president had invited FAS leaders to the White House.26 The Biden administration has continued this work, but progress has remained slow. To the president’s credit, he recently appointed a Special Presidential Envoy, Joseph Yun, to lead America’s negotiations.27 Special Envoy Yun appears focused on renewing the economic assistance under the COFAs. In order to do so, however, the United States may find itself negotiating on issues it would rather avoid, particularly nuclear waste contamination with the RMI.

From the end of World War II to 1958, the United States detonated 67 nuclear bombs in the Marshall Islands, displacing hundreds of Marshallese from their homes.28 In the 1970s, the U.S. collected the 3.1 million cubic feet of nuclear waste and deposited it in a bomb crater, then built a concrete structure over it. According to the Department of Energy, the facility, Runit Dome, remains stable, but the political leaders of the RMI are concerned about risks to the groundwater, among other fears, and have asked to include this issue in Compact renewal negotiations. The United States has thus far refused this request, on grounds that the issue was settled years ago.29 Legally, however, the issue is

---

not as clear-cut as the Biden administration suggests.\textsuperscript{30}

Geopolitically, however, the situation is remarkably clear. The FAS are sovereign nations. While they rely on Washington for military protection and defer to America on defense policy, they conduct their own foreign policies. Of immediate relevance to the COFAs, they are an equal party with the U.S. in those renewal negotiations. If we do not uphold our legal and moral obligations to these nations, we risk more than a diplomatic setback. We could potentially open the door to Beijing in a critical region that would undermine key tenants of our own Free and Open Indo-Pacific framework.

Ironically, the Biden administration is touting clean energy as a cornerstone of its Build Back Better World (B3W) initiative, a project meant in large part to provide alternative infrastructure investment and aid to Beijing’s BRI. Yet, when it comes to an environmental risk in a U.S. partner—with direct bearing on China’s regional ambitions—the administration has appeared resistant to the RMI’s overtures. Putting aside the debate over the merits of B3W, administration must recognize the potential opening they are making for the PRC and engage in good faith with the RMI on this issue.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Constraining China’s geopolitical advance is crucial work that, in large part, depends on bolstering the second island chain. These atoll nations are vital in the broader great power competition now unfolding between Beijing and Washington. Moreover, the FAS are critical partners to whom the United States owes a great debt of gratitude. Legally, we are bound to their defense and economic assistance. Morally, we are responsible for significant disruption of generations of families during Cold War nuclear tests. The COFA negotiations are more than a necessity for Washington’s strategy in the Pacific; they are a test of America’s trustworthiness as a partner. OIA is to be commended for its explicit commitment to renew these Compacts, but much work remains to be done to ensure these critical relationships thousands of miles away.

\textsuperscript{30} When the Reagan administration resolved the RMI’s nuclear claims in 1983 (see Articles X and XII), Article XIII of the agreement included the ability for both parties to consult each other and revise cooperation on the nuclear issue without reopening the claims. See “Agreement Between the Government of the United States and the Government of the Marshall Islands for the Implementation of Section 177 of the Compact of Free Association,” June 25, 1983, \url{https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.gov/files/section-177-agreement.pdf}. 
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